
 

 

Sunday – March 13, 2011 

Heart to Heart…   
      
     Our personal desires get in our way! We want something or something makes us fearful and it stirs 
our desires. Those desires start helping us think and act. We mull over our thoughts and start looking for 
ways to fulfill what has been stirred. Sometimes the desires become so strong that we will toss 
everything about God behind and justify our need to fulfill our wants. I watched people over the years 
leave the church because of their personal desires thinking they don’t want to offend but they will leave 
the people of God to fulfill what they want. The word “lust” in the Greek is ‘epithumia’ which means a 
strong desire of any kind. Our lusts are simply our desires. 
 
     Paul had a lust/desire. The word is used of Paul in Philippians 1:23: “But I am hard-pressed from 
both directions, having the desire (epithumia) to depart and be with Christ, for that is very much 
better.” This desire, lust was not bad. He longed to be with Jesus however, the longing of Paul to depart 
and be with Jesus was up to Jesus as to when, not Paul. Paul simply focused on his task at hand and to 
be faithful in his task. 
 
     Our desires get stirred many times in our emotions and the majority of those desires can quickly lead 
us into evil. “For all that is in the world, the lust (epithumia) of the flesh and the lust (epithumia) of 
the eyes and the boastful pride of life, is not from the Father, but is from the world.” (I John 2:16) 
People desire friendships and in that desire will reach out to whoever will give them attention. That’s 
what leads to many bad relationships or evil practices with people. We see that a lot in our young 
people. The desire overpowers the love of the Lord and following His wisdom. People want acceptance 
from others and that desire leads them into acting foolishly or following the crowd off into sin because 
they don’t want to be rejected. People are lonely and they want a mate so that desire leads them and 
moves them forward without any thought of where it might take their life or possibly the destruction of 
others. Our lusts can wreak havoc on others around, especially in the church. Our desires can make us 
misuse Scriptures to make it say what we want or conclude something that fits our desires. There is no 
sincerity in that. 
 
     What are we to do with those desires when they get stirred? Too many dwell on their desires and as a 
result start looking for ways to fulfill them. They reason their desires rather than trust the Lord. The 
answer is simple: follow the Lord and His will (I John 2:17). The Lord can lead us away from 
destructive actions and thinking. The Lord can fill what is lacking in us. The Lord provides a power to 
help us overcome. The Lord knows how to comfort and can lead us forward into the building up of 
others while our desires can tear things down. Those strong desires can deceive one into thinking that 
the Lord brought a situation about in our lives when in reality we brought it about because that’s what 
we wanted. It takes an honest and humble heart to keep your desires in check. It takes faith to walk with 
the Lord allowing Him to meet your every need. Remember, it’s our lusts/desires that creates 
temptations and can cause us to sin by letting them lead (James 1:14-15). Our desires must be placed in 
the hands of the Lord and not allow them to lead our emotions, minds and hearts! Once the desire stirs 
the emotions, it is extremely difficult to let them go. Think about it!!! 
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